Abstract: Identity authentication and key agreement schemes play significant role in ad hoc networks. In this paper, a new identity authentication scheme relies on the threshold group signature is introduced. Compared with the current schemes it is secure, efficient and adaptable to a multi-hop feature of ad hoc networks. In addition, a new key agreement scheme based on the threshold cryptography using the Lagrange interpolation theorem is suggested, its efficiency and security are examined, and is claimed to be more efficient than the existing schemes.
INTRODUCTION
An ad hoc network is often defined as an infrastructures network, denoting a network without the usual routing infrastructure like fixed routers and routing back-bourn (Yao and Zeng, 2004 , Mauve et al., 2001 , Stjmenovic, and Lin, 2001 . Mobile ad hoc networking offers convenient infrastructureless communication over the shared wireless channel (Jayakumar and Chellappan, 2005) . A group of networking devices communicates among one another using wireless radios and operates by following a peer-topeer network model. The nature of such a network makes them vulnerable to security attacks. Examples of attacks include passive eavesdropping over the wireless channel, denial of service attacks by malicious users and attacks from compromised entities or stolen devices. Unlike wired networks where an opponent must gain physical access to the wired link or sneak through security holes at firewalls and routers, wireless attacks may come from anywhere along all directions (Luo et al., 2002) . The infrastructureless ad hoc network will not have a clear line of defense, and each user must be prepared for encounters with an opponent. Therefore, a centralized or hierarchical network security solution (Aresenault and Turner, 2000) does not work well in mobile ad hoc networks.
Security is a crucial matter for ad hoc networks, especially for security sensitive uses for example battleground. Ad hoc networks are usual dynamic peer networks. The specific security requirements of dynamic peer networks such as key management are yet considered as open research challenges (Bettstetter and Friedrich, 2003) . Newly, a number of key agreement protocols regarding dynamic peer networks are suggested. For example the key agreement protocols that are obtained by extended the known Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme to groups of n users is described in .
Two key agreement protocols relied on the threshold scheme employing Lagrange interpolation theorem, are introduced in (Desmedt, 1994, Pieprzyk and Li, 2000) . Another key agreement protocol relied on the octopus scheme is presented in (Lang et al., 2003) .
Identity authentication is another significant area of research for the security of ad hoc networks. The valid certificate authority can efficiently stop the impersonation attacks. The centrally disciplined trust communications managed by a one certificate service is a specific point of failure. So we should employ a distributed authority certificate in which the trust is managed by many authorities. The concept of distributing a certificate authority all around the network is presented in (Zhou and Hass, 1999, Luo et al., 2002) . The scheme that provided a method to authenticate the partitioned of ad hoc networks is introduced in (Kaliaperumal, 2003) . Also an identification protocol is suggested in (Khalili et al., 2003) that allow efficient and flexible key distribution whilst respecting the restrictions of ad hoc networks.
The objectives of this paper are:
1. Introduce a new identity authentication protocol relies on the threshold group signatures.
2. Develop a new key agreement protocol based on the threshold encryption using the Lagrange interpolation theorem.
3. Compare these proposed schemes with the current schemes from security and efficiently point view 4. To make these schemes more adaptable with the multi-hop characteristics of ad-hoc networks.
5. To guaranteed the privacy of the basic group key and identify certificate by the intractability of computing discrete logarithm.
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THE PROPOSED KEY AGREEMENT SCHEME
For ad hoc network, it is necessary to distribute essential keys between numbers of users. However, the ad hoc network is a dynamic peer-to-peer network, and the key infrastructure should therefore be supplied in a distributed technique. The suggested protocol is to establish the key service in ad hoc networks. An efficient key agreement protocol is introduced using the multi-hop property of the ad hoc networks.
To start with, assume that there are just several users in the network; these users require common group session keys to communicate mutually. So each user equally contributes to establish the group key. In addition every user has a regular private password w. This password is just used at the establishment of the group session key. This situation is more like to the actuality of ad hoc networks since one important property of ad hoc networks is multi-hop. Figure 1 shows the process of the proposed key agreement protocol. 
Security Analysis
For the security examination we gain from the modular design of proposed system using well known cryptography schemes. Although all attacks of the schemes are verified to be prevented. The security analysis is obliviously constructions as we stay away from interaction among the schemes as can as possible. We now plan the proofs that the new schemes own several security characteristics, If not providing a specific suggestion, we suppose that all users do not conspire with every other. s is yet not unperceivable to other users relied on the difficulty of solving the discrete logarithm problem. In this scheme, just about ) 1 ( 2  n rounds are required for establishing the shares key, the traffic between the networks is significantly decreasing. But it is obvious that the proposed scheme has the less communication than the other existing schemes, it grows the complexity cost for every one.
THE PROPOSED IDENTITY AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL
In the pervious section, we only concentrate on the establishment of the shares key and we do not focus on the identity authentication. But when a single user is compromised and exposed by the authentic users, there must be a method to insulate the user. Thus a new identity authentication protocol is suggested to face this difficulty. It gives a distributed way to publish the authority certificate to each user. 
contributed by the entire users. Though, more than t users can find out the share key, we do not permit them to rebuild the key since we do not require each user knows the shares key. Instead, one user is selected for the trusting user and the user can ask for other 1  t users to detect the share key. Then we require the keys issued by this trusting user. Assume that u 1 is the trusting user and gathers the sub-secrets form other 1  t users. Then the user can find out the shares key corresponding to the Language interpolation theorem.
Gullious-Quisquater (Guillou and Quisquater, 1990) suggested a digital signature algorithm relied on the difficulty of integer factoring. We enhanced this algorithm and suggested a novel group signature scheme to suit the authentication of ad hoc networks. Again we use n as a composite integer modulus, b is a arbitrary integer prime number less than ) (n  , g is a generator of We perceive that just user u 1 can gather the sub privates and find the shares key. However, u 1 requires announcing Figure 2 shows the identity authentication protocol. 
CONCLUSION
The suggested key agreement scheme is appropriate to create a group session key. In general the first users of the ad hoc network are considers trustful and honest. So employing the suggested key agreement protocol can rapidly establish the session key, since the message can be transmitted with out encryption. However, after the ad hoc network has run for a while, the suggested key agreement protocol can provide great security and meet the need to efficiently build the session key. It needs just 2(n-1) rounds highly decreases the traffic in the network.
In the proposed protocol, the fixed password w greatly reduces the time complexity required . Compared with the protocol suggested in , we do not require refreshing the group session key each time when a new user connects the network, since the group session key created by the proposed protocol is just employed for group communication. The group session key can be transmit to another users encrypted by the fixed password w straight. For valuable discussion among two users after the authority certificate is checked out, the two users will assign a new session key by Diffie-Hellman scheme. In addition, we developed a zero knowledge scheme to reuse the authority certificate. All these protocols enhance the efficiency of the suggested protocols. Concerning the authentication scheme, the discrete logarithm algorithm is employed in the proposed protocol whereas threshold RSA scheme is employed by (Luo et al., 2002) . Since, it is well known that threshold RSA scheme requires additional time complexity compared with the discrete logarithm problem (Hezberg et al., 1995) . Consequently the proposed identity authentication protocol is more efficient compared with the scheme in (Luo et al., 2002) .
